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Shipping Forklift Operator is Identifying that materials moved match descriptions 
on associated documentation. Ensuring that proper labelling disciplines are 
followed and product numbers are up to date. Ensuring that bulk packed materials
are properly boxed, taped, wrapped, packed, banded, shrink wrapped or otherwise
to ensure safe transportation without incurring damage. 

AUGUST 1983 – MARCH 1998
SHIPPING FORKLIFT OPERATOR - ABC CORPORATION

 Assisted with month end inventory counts.
 Assisted with weekly inventory checks of raw materials and packaging material 

levels.
 Placed raw materials in correct area of warehouse or production floor.
 Manually loaded and unloaded racks and waste from inbound trucks.
 Maintained clean and orderly warehouse at all times.
 Operated forklifts in a safe manner observing all company policies.
 Completed warehouse/shipping paperwork as applicable (verify daily 

production).

1980 – 1983
SHIPPING FORKLIFT OPERATOR - DELTA CORPORATION

 Staging and building loads of fabricated steel for shipment using a Hyster 360 
fork lift Tracking and inventory control of various types of steel .

 Recieving Forklift Operator Stacker/Wrapper Picker Shipping Forklift Trainer 
Recieving Forklift Trainer.

 Used equipment to load railcars and tractor trailers with lumber and performed 
other physical work.

 Dole fresh Vegetables Pick orders for delivery to distributors, consolidate orders 
prepared for distribution, perform forklift abilities, stage .

 Operate RF scanners and changing of forklift batteries.
 Worked in the Shipping department using an electric stand up forklift and order 

picker to select various automotive parts for orders to be shipped to .
 Also used a hand held IBM computer gun to scan items to keep track of orders 

to be packaged for shipping.

EDUCATION

MS
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SKILLS

Forklift Operator, Managing.
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